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Charley De Inspirator()
 
Charles G. Kpan, Jr, is a young Liberian Spoken Word Poet and Author.
He goes by the Penn Name: Charley De Inspirator and termed his writing style as
Inspirational Poetry.
His work has been featured in Local and Internal Poetry Magazines including
PoetrySoup, We Write Liberia, League of Poets, Eboquils, hellopoetry, All Poetry,
SpillWords, Shamsrumi, PoetrySoup, etc.  Poetry has been his medium of
communicating his thoughts and emotions and has used it to inspire many young
people.



Hope
 
Hope is the light in the darkness
A beacon shining bright
A guiding force that leads us
Through the darkest of nights
 
It is the spark that ignites
The fire in our souls
The fuel that drives us forward
And helps us reach our goals
 
Hope is the strength that we draw upon
When we're feeling weak It is the voice that whispers
That we are worthy, strong, and meek
 
Hope is the glue that binds us
Through the toughest of times, It is the thread that stitches
Our hearts and souls in perfect lines
 
Hope is the foundation
Upon which we build our lives It is the gift that keeps on giving
Through joy, through struggle, and through strife
 
So let us hold onto hope
And never let it fade
For it is the one thing
That will always light our way.
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I Am Liberia
 
I am Liberia!
Though scared by scourges of alien spades,
My resilience bears the fountain of heaven's grace,
Piercing the pangs of all my shades!
 
My independence, I breathed into Africa's lungs,
Clothed her with my stripes, the red, white and blue;
And gave her a star when she knew not one!
 
My waters rhythm waves of freedom,
Hailing treasured mountains and supreme chiefdoms.
Divine gemstones overflow the scopes of my coast,
Their sparkles define the image of my undeniable beauty!
 
My children are the ordained species of apex predators!
Their lineages are woven with blackness,
The tattooed birthmark of optimism—
Unbleached to proclaim the glorified identity of their motherland!
 
With arms of liberty I do solemnly pledge
The allegiance of a century filled heritage!
I today connect a living channel to the realm of your soul,
Bidding you welcome,
Welcome to Rediscover Mama Liberia!
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